canoe

www.rotoATTIVO.eu
Canoes involve the paddler kneeling or sitting in a raised position and using a paddle with one blade. Canoes can be paddled on flatwater or whitewater, though depending on the skill of the paddler, their use may be limited by the open nature of the craft. Due to the single-bladed paddle, canoeing can be more difficult to learn than kayaking, yet it offers a unique grace and appeal that has continued to draw people to the sport.

Canoes can be used for outings ranging from a few hours to many weeks, and boat styles and designs reflect the intended use. Whitewater canoes are shorter and tend to have more rocker, while tripping canoes are longer, with less rise from end to end. Tripping canoes also have maximum space for storage, allowing the transport of food and gear for extended trips. Whitewater canoes are designed for maximum maneuverability and a higher water line to keep the boat drier while paddling through whitewater rapids. Canoes of both varieties come in solo and tandem models.
BOATS

STABLE DESIGN AND DURABLE CONSTRUCTION MAKE THESE CANOES PERFECT FOR TOURING ON LAKES AND EASY RIVERS.

SILVERBIRCH CANOES | BROADLAND 16 - DURALITE

Drawing on the classic lines and proven design characteristics of a traditional Prospector canoe, the Broadland is a true all rounder and a real workhorse. We have optimized the chine, camber, and sidewall profile from the original Prospector design to increase both primary and secondary stability – making the Broadland 16 a confidence inspiring canoe to paddle. A carefully considered rocker profile, and a symmetrical hull form ensure the Broadland 16 paddles well either tandem or solo.

LENGTH: 4845MM / 15'11" - WIDTH: 934MM 36.75" - WEIGHT: 31.5KG (WITH ASH GUNWALES) - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE - DIFFERENT SIZE AVAILABLE: YES - BROADLAND 15

http://www.silverbirchcanoes.com

VENTURE CANOES | PROSPECTOR 16 CORELITE X WHITETWATER SPE

Who needs Royalex anyway? CoreLite X is here! Tougher, Lighter, Stronger and Stiffer than Venture’s standard CoreLite construction, this represents the biggest step forwards in canoe construction for 25 years and brings even more exceptional value to the Venture range. With an approximate 4.5kg weight reduction for each model and drastically increased stiffness, Venture canoes constructed from CoreLite X offer a significant increase in performance and more comfortable shoulder carrying, particularly with the addition of the deep dish yoke.


http://www.venturekayaks.com

VENTURE CANOES | RANGER 16 CRUISER SPE

+ TANK SEATS

The Ranger 16 is exceptionally stable, fast and offers all round fun with the ability to handle a bit of everything; that’s why it’s the choice of outdoor providers the world over. With the addition of the new Tank Seats, reliability and buoyancy are improved to ensure hirers, coaches and clients alike have absolute peace of mind. Whether you’re a family looking for its first canoe or a beginner who wants something that inspires confidence on lakes, slow rivers and sheltered coastlines, this is the one for you.


http://www.venturekayaks.com

VENTURE CANOES | HUNTER CORELITE X CRUISE SER SPE

The Hunter is the load carrying expert of the Venture range of Canoes, load it up with people or equipment and it will take you anywhere you want to go. Designed for long distance touring but equally at home on a simple day trip with all the family the Hunter is a versatile craft that can take up to 3 people or more equipment than you will need, which is what you usually carry!


http://www.venturekayaks.com
RIBER | RIBER 13 TWO MAN CANOE

Our Riber 13 Two Man Canoe boasts a stylish design with some great additions due to the moulded plastic seats. These include a lower centre of gravity meaning more control and the ability to use a kayak paddle if desired and a cup holder and a folding backrest that allows easy storage and transportation. In addition to this, the seat position can also be altered by sliding the seat along the side poles then locking in place. Ideal for couples or family expeditions, this lightweight vacuum-formed Canoe has built in keels and can easily be maneuvered by a solo paddler.


DIFFERENT SIZE AVAILABLE: THREE VARIATIONS AVAILABLE: TWO PERSON WITH WOODEN SEATS; ONE PERSON WITH PLASTIC SEATS; TWO PERSON WITH PLASTIC SEATS.

http://www.riberproducts.com

SILVERBIRCH CANOES | BROADLAND 15 - DURACORE

Drawing on the classic lines and proven design characteristics of a traditional Prospector canoe, the Broadland is a true all rounder and a real workhorse. We have optimized the chine, camber, and sidewall profile from the original Prospector design to increase both primary and secondary stability – making the Broadland 15 a confidence inspiring canoe to paddle. A carefully considered rocker profile, and a symmetrical hull form ensure the Broadland 15 paddles well either tandem or solo.

LENGTH: 4565MM / 14’11” - WIDTH: 912MM / 36” - WEIGHT: 34KG (WITH LARCH GUNWALES) - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE - DIFFERENT SIZE AVAILABLE: YES - BROADLAND 16

http://www.silverbirchcanoes.com

SILVERBIRCH CANOES | COVERT

In development nothing was off limits and nothing was pre-set – we simply sat down in our shaping bay with a blank piece of paper and one simple brief – To create the fastest, most manoeuvrable, and most predictable Open Canoe possible. At the core of this philosophy is our stepped rocker profile. The step in the tail ensures a clean release of water from the stern, which not only reduces drag, but also helps to reduce the tendency for the tail to bog down on boily eddy lines or when getting bounced around by large lateral waves. The sidewall profile of the boat is also continually curved. This helps boost secondary stability and is carefully angled to keep the waterline width to a minimum.

LENGTH: 282CM / 9.3ft - WIDTH: 3.5CM / 29.25” - WEIGHT: 21.5KG / 47lbs - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

http://www.silverbirchcanoes.com

TAHE OUTDOORS | TAHE MARINE YUMA

A real «work horse» that is well suited for rentals & family outings. The Yuma has a great carrying capacity and the three rotomolded seats are easy to care for, comfortable and add extra buoyancy. Super stable and durable.

LENGTH: 470 CM (15’4”) - WIDTH: 95 CM (37”) - WEIGHT: 44-46 KG (101 LBS) - MAX. CAP.: 300 KG (661 LBS)

http://www.taheoutdoors.com

ROTO D.O.O. | ROTOATTIVO CANADIER 4

A classic open boat made of long lasting 3-layer polyethylene with PE - seats for more security and durability and storage place in 2nd + 3rd seat. Its lightweight properties make it easy for paddlers to carry it. The length and space of C4 is ideal for more people and also for clubs, schools and renting companies. Stable in the water it is spacious and easy to maneuver.

LENGTH: 525 CM - WIDTH: 93 CM - WEIGHT: 49 KG - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

http://www.rotoattivo.eu
GATZ | MOHAWK 490PE

We took the best of the design attributes of our Mohawk series and adapted these lines in the rigid sandwich polyethylene construction. The deep V entry and the high volume, shallow arched hull is fast. It has good tracking whilst also being maneuverable to be used on small rivers. An excellent and very popular choice for rental operations and clubs. Easy to paddle solo but designed to seat 2 adults and one kid. Available in a more economical version in our GATZ-ECO-RENT-PE series.


HTTP://WWW.GATZ.COM

GATZ - ROYAL | TUCAN RX

A pure canoe design. Easy to paddle, its high initial stability results from a hull shape with a lightly rockered keel and relative flat bottom. This makes the TUCAN an ideal ROYALEX Canadian for beginners. As a result of its strong materials it will give you many years of use. Its varied abilities make this canoe one of the most loved all-rounder Canadians made from Royalex. You can paddle it with 2 adults, kid and gear. The Tucan is available with 2 seats in various options and carrying yoke or with 3 seats. A spraycover is available with 2 or 3 cockpit holes.


HTTP://WWW.GATZ.COM

GATZ - ROYAL | PROSPECTOR 488RX

A multi-purpose craft for beginners and experts alike. Following a traditional design it has a high freeboard, round bottom and good rocker, resulting in good maneuverability and maximum loading capacity. Good initial and final stability. Excellent for long tours on different waters and you can paddle it with 2 adults and 2 kids. Available in various Royalex and Composite constructions at Gatz Kanus, the leading manufacturer for high quality canoes in Europe.


HTTP://WWW.GATZ.COM

GATZ | ATHABASCA 550

The extra long Athabasca 550 follows the remarkable concept of the Gatz-Cherokee 550. Despite its size, it is easy to handle. The Athabasca 550 is an exceptional tripping canoe and will perform best on all rivers and lakes. If you are looking for a canoe, which can handle almost any load, and is exceptionally good looking, here it is.


HTTP://WWW.GATZ.COM

GATZ | CANADIAN 590

As biggest boat from the Canadian series, this boat closes the gap between the big family canoes and team-canoes. You can paddle it with 5 adults or with 2 adults and 4 to 6 children. Even with its size and weight, you can still take this Canadian on top of your car. Balanced, secure and easy running next to lots of space makes the Big Canadian 590 very special. It is perfect for big families, rent-outs and long expeditions with lots of gear. Big Canadian 590 remains easy to paddle, thanks to its construction with a little keel rocker and V-bottom, easily and light. The Big Canadian 590 can be delivered with wood-trim or aluminium-reinforced vinyl trim.


HTTP://WWW.GATZ.COM

GATZ | CHEROKEE 550

The extra long Cherokee follows a remarkable concept. Despite its size, it is easy to handle and absolutely safe. The Cherokee 550 is an exceptional tripping canoe and will perform best on all rivers and lakes. If you are looking for a canoe that can handle almost any load, here is what you need. The Cherokee is available for rentals and outfits in the extremely durable Cherokee527PE version that holds 4 adults and is approved for rentals according to German regulations.


HTTP://WWW.GATZ.COM
We custom build your canoe

GATZ
since 1961

Complete selection: ROYALEX / POLYETHYLENE / COMPOSITE CANOES
45+ models, 1-10 persons. Carbon-Ultralight starts at 15kgs.
Canoes for Individuals - Rental Op’s - Clubs Check it out.

Outdoors
Fun
Paddling
GATZ

www.GATZ.com

Distributor for
Bending Branches
bb-Paddles
Aquabound

im Europavertrieb bei Gatz
European Distribution by GATZ

MY CANOE
Der weltweit erste Origami-Faltcanadier
The world’s first origami canoe

NEW!

GATZ-KANUS Berg. Gladbacher Str. 787 D-50669 Köln Ph.: +49 - 02241-96447700 E-Mail sales@gatz-kanus.de
**GATZ - KANUS | CANOKI TAKE-OFF**

Take your rigid-hull canoe everywhere. Redefine your holiday evenings! Store the canoe in small areas, motorhome garages or even on the bike carrier. The CANOKI paddles safely, is handsome, and light running. Due to its hull shape the Canoki runs nice and straight. You can use this canoe on all waters including light white water. This Composite-Version is fitted with wood trim and available in one piece also. There is also a one-piece Canoki in Royalex and the Canoki 400 Classic.


HTTP://WWW.GATZ.COM

---

**GATZ | YOHO 2**

An easy going all round performer with great aesthetic beauty, a favorite canoe for beginners and experts alike. Its good all-round performance makes the Yoho 2 an easy to paddle double canoe but it is also a very popular solo canoe, thus highlighting its versatility. When paddled singularly, a special spraycover with a larger hole at the front may be fitted over the opening.


HTTP://WWW.GATZ.COM

---

**GATZ | OJIBWA S**

Very agile performance canoe in traditional design but advanced modern materials. Can be paddled Solo or Tandem and offers enough room for extended trips. Available in “Manufacture Edition” and with standard composite gunnel.


HTTP://WWW.GATZ.COM

---

**GATZ | CAYUGA**

The Cayuga attracts paddlers first by its unique design, then by its performance. Suited for Solo and Tandem paddlers, the volume will allow a small kid on a third seat or a dog plus a fair amount of baggage. An easy to handle, all around canoe.


HTTP://WWW.GATZ.COM

---

**GATZ - KANUS | ONTARIO TEAM**

A team canoe with 7 seats for up to 10 adults for safe and fast paddling. Despite its size, it is very easy to handle. It just needs one good paddler in the stern. The Ontario is one of the bestselling team canoes in the world. Its usage is in clubs, schools, and youth groups. There is sufficient space to stow equipment for extended trips with this fascinating canoe. Different size available: 6.50m and 5.80m team canoe.


HTTP://WWW.GATZ.COM

---

**GATZ - KANUS | ATHABASCA 470**

The ATHABASCA 470 is based on the well-loved hull of the Mohawk 470. With the standard wooden trim the Athabasca one of the most beautiful canoes around. It comes with two woven seats and balanced characteristics – a very nice canoe! Various seat options are at your choice. Different size available in various models.


HTTP://WWW.GATZ.COM
OSAGIAN CANOES | 12FT KAYAK
A recreational kayak that lasts! Combining both lightweight maneuverability and durable design into the world’s first aluminum kayak - Osagian’s superior craftsmanship and attention to detail comes through with an all new design. This kayak truly is a work of art for the next generation of Osagian paddlers! This is the standard model which includes side sponsons and elastic straps. "Picture is of deluxe model shown w/ hood"


HTTP://WWW.OSAGIAN.COM

OSAGIAN CANOES | 18FT EXPEDITION
Another great choice for entry- and intermediate- level canoeists in a wide variety of applications. Honest, true-tracking, almost unconscious performance – day-in, day-out, season-in, season-out – is what sets the Classic apart. This canoe has our integrated side-sponsons, which add to the stability of the canoe as its occupants lean to the side.


HTTP://WWW.OSAGIAN.COM

OSAGIAN CANOES | 17 STANDARD
The Canoe that made Osagian famous. The best all-around choice for entry- and intermediate- level canoeists in a wide variety of applications. Honest, true-tracking, almost unconscious performance – day-in, day-out, season-in, season-out – is what sets the Classic apart. Over the years we’ve made a few refinements, including a side sponson model for extra stability. But the real beauty of an Osagian Classic Canoe is found in something that hasn’t changed a bit: The rugged integrity of our meticulous, hands-on craftsmanship.


HTTP://WWW.OSAGIAN.COM

ROTOATTIVO | VIKING
A streamlined, balanced, compact canoe made from long lasting 1 or 3 layer polyethylene. The Viking is an excellent choice for all canoe centres and rentals. It comes with comfortable seats made of wood + webbing or PE and is ideal for group and family excursions. It has an ample room for your entire package.

LENGTH: 450 CM - WIDTH: 90 CM - WEIGHT: 40 KG - LEVEL: ENTRY LEVEL

HTTP://WWW.ROTOATTIVO.EU

KICK THE WAVES | TRIPPER
The canoe Tripper In 2009 the KTW reacted to growing popularity of the river marathons and constructed a unique canoe which is suitable for paddling also on the rivers with strong rapids (WW 2-3). The canoe Tripper is built in the way that the shape of the bottom was in accordance with the USCA rules for the Pro boat category. The canoe from KTW was produced more tough and covered by the board. This solution allows to race also on the watery rivers with the waves and rapids. The Tripper is open canoe, but it can be covered by the spraydeck in the case of possible flooding by the water.


HTTP://WWW.KICKTHEWAVES.COM

NAUTIRAD | RANDO 520
In addition to the fact it can be dismantled, the Rando can carry up to 350kg (people + equipment). Optional extra seats mean you can carry up to two children on board. Its 7-tube aluminum frame gives the boat rigidity. It is also highly resistant to abrasions and each rib on the hull is lined on the outside with a rubbing band. This folding canoe makes it easier to catch shuttles: once you have finished going downriver and folded your canoe, you can take public transport back to your starting point.

LENGTH: 520 CM - WIDTH: 95 CM - WEIGHT: 25 KG - MAX. CAP.: 350 KG

HTTP://WWW.NAUTIRAD.COM
MAD RIVER CANOE | JOURNEY 167

The spacious 167 is versatile and stable, with more speed and storage for longer trips on bigger water. From renowned designer Jim Henry, the Journey 167 is a near perfect versatile canoe that offers a welcoming and durable design for adventurers, sportsmen, and families or any combination thereof. The spacious 167 is versatile and stable, with more speed and capacity than the Journey 156, for longer trips on bigger water with bigger loads yet also paddles very well when unloaded. The tough 3-layer polyethylene hull is both care-free and remarkably durable and will offer years of service.


HTTP://WWW.MADRIVERCANOE.COM

ROTOATTIVO | CANADIER C2

Canadier 2 is a classical must-have canoe shape for free time, with flawless performance in all situations—seas, lakes or rivers. Stability and versatility makes this canoe perfect for a wide range of users. It is made in triple-layer polyethylene. The inner layer provides rigidity to the hull and makes it unsinkable, while the external layers protect the foam from impacts.

LENGTH: 455 CM - WIDTH: 90 CM - WEIGHT: 43 KG - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.ROTOATTIVO.EU

EXO | AUGH460

An offshoot of the traditional Canadian canoes in wood and fabric, this canoe is popular for its ease in handling and stability, as well as a polyethylene sandwich construction that increases its sturdiness. It is ideal for rivers and quiet waters. Equipped with seats to accommodate three adults.

LENGTH: 460CM - WIDTH: 93CM - WEIGHT: 35KG - PADDLER WEIGHT RANGE: 50-100KG - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE

HTTP://WWW.EXOKAYAK.COM

DAG | CANADIA

Inspired by the old wooden boats, the Canadia promotes safe and comfortable paddling. Two children can sit on the central seat and it is the only unsinkable canoe in its category. It can carry 4 people and their equipments. Ideal for family days out.

LENGTH: 4.70 M/ 15.4’ - WIDTH: 93 CM/ 36.6” - WEIGHT: 40 KG / 88 LBS

HTTP://WWW.DAG-KAYAK.COM

RTM | RIVIERA

The ideal family canoe, durable and stable, it comes standard with three fixed seats. A generous hull can accommodate extra gear for camping trips. Its classic design make it a pleasure to paddle.

LENGTH: 4.64 M / 15’2 - WIDTH: 90 CM / 35.4” - WEIGHT: 43 KG / 95 LBS

HTTP://WWW.DAG-KAYAK.COM
WHO NEEDS ROYALEX ANYWAY?
CORELITE X IS HERE

STRONGER, LIGHTER, STIFFER
than any polyethylene canoe we’ve made before

The biggest step forwards in canoe construction for 25 years, bringing even more exceptional value to the Venture range.

With an approximate 4.5kg weight reduction for each model and drastically increased stiffness, Venture Canoes constructed from Corelite X offer a significant increase in performance and more comfortable shoulder carrying, particularly with the addition of the optional deep dish yoke.

PROSPECTOR 15 | PROSPECTOR 16

The Prospector inspires confidence in all paddling conditions with its classic symmetrical hull and soft tumbleholme for great all round performance. Perfect for day trips and multi-day expedition on the lake, river or sea!

CRUISER SPEC
CoreLite Construction
Oiled Wood Web Seats and Contoured Carrying Yoke
End Decks with Integrated Carry Handles

WHITEWATER SPEC
CoreLite X Construction
Ash Wood Web Seats and Deep Dish Yoke
Rope End Grabs and Wooden Carry Handles
Airbags fitted and lashed through hulls
BENDING BRANCHES
JAVA ST/11°
Meet the Java, the worthy heir to the Espresso and the new caffeine for canoeists. Lighter, more durable, and more attractive than traditional canoe paddles is the Java with a modern looking “pinstripe” blade. With rich, dark roasted basswood, the Java is built to last and the pride of Osceola, Wisconsin. Available in bent or straight models.

LENGTH: 52, 54, 56, 58, & 60 in (ST), 48, 50, 52, 54 in (BENT) - WEIGHT: 19 oz (559 g) - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE - BLADE SIZE: 8.1 x 19" (118 sq. in.) - MATERIAL: BASSWOOD AND ROASTED BASSWOOD (BLADE), SOLID BASSWOOD (SHAFT).

HTTP://WWW.BENDINGBRANCHES.COM

BENDING BRANCHES
EXPEDITION PLUS
Meet the newly redesigned Expedition Plus premium canoe paddle. The Expedition is the most durable, tough, and bomb-proof canoe paddle from Bending Branches. Great for whitewater and expedition trips, the Expedition features a blade protected with 4 once fiberglass and Rockgard 6 inches up the shaft. The shaft is 18 laminate basswood and the grip features our brand new Power-T-Grip, stronger and more comfortable than ever before. The most innovative feature on the new Expedition is the blade profile, with more rounded corners to resist wear. The Expedition, like all Bending Branches paddles, is a product of Osceola, Wisconsin, USA.

LENGTH: 52, 54, 56, 58, 60 (in) - WEIGHT: 24 oz (680 g) - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE - BLADE SIZE: 8.2 x 19" (125 sq. in.) - MATERIAL: RED ALDER, BASSWOOD, ROASTED BASSWOOD (BLADE), 18-LAMINATE (SHAFT)

HTTP://WWW.BENDINGBRANCHES.COM

BENDING BRANCHES
SUNBURST ST/11°
The Sunburst canoe paddle combines years of craftsmanship, with state of the art composite technology. The all-new Sunburst is a dream to paddle. From tip to grip this paddle is designed with the canoe elitist in mind. The Sunburst will provide years of comfortable, worry-free paddling and propel you to places you’ve only dreamt of.

LENGTH: 52, 54, 56, 58, & 60 in (ST), 48, 50, 52, 54 in (BENT) - WEIGHT: 17 oz (482 g) - LEVEL: HIGH END - BLADE SIZE: 8.2 x 17" (99 sq. in.) - MATERIAL: BASSWOOD AND ROASTED BASSWOOD (BLADE), T-700 CARBON (SHAFT).

HTTP://WWW.BENDINGBRANCHES.COM

LETTMANN GMBH
DRAGON
The new Lettmann Dragon is an extreme lightweight dragon-boat-paddle for the demanding athlete. With every forward-stroke it gives you maximum power, the oval shaft offers you the best performance and grip. Blade and shaft are a one-piece construction; together with the Kevlar-inlay this paddle is strength and durable. The Lettmann Dragon is constructed according to the IDBF-specification 202a and permitted to international races.

LENGTH: 120 cm - 130 cm - WEIGHT: 350 g - LEVEL: HIGH END - BLADE SIZE: 470 mm - 180 mm - MATERIAL: CARBON PREPREG

HTTP://WWW.LETTMANN.DE

AQUA-BOUND
EDGE
The Edge canoe paddle is a high performance all carbon paddle. The low swing weight, reinforced blade, and T-grip make it a great whitewater canoe paddle. The Edge offers maximum power in every stroke, and its blade is curved for added power. The shafting is of whitewater grade, able to take the abuse that goes with whitewater canoeing. Open boater and C-1 paddlers alike enjoy the smooth, stable feel of the Edge. Injection molded T-grip.

LENGTH: 50, 52, 54, 56, 58, 60 in - WEIGHT: 26.5 oz (751 g) - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE - BLADE SIZE: 8 x 19" - MATERIAL: CARBON REINFORCED NYLON BLADE / 100% CARBON SHAFT

HTTP://WWW.AQUABOUND.COM

AINSWORTH
CLASSIC CANOE (C100)
One of our best selling products this paddle is designed for the canoe fanatic looking for a light, durable all round blade. Fitted with a comfortable T grip, the paddle’s blade is very buoyant and feels light in the water. With a choice of two shaft materials. This paddle is both great on flat water touring and on white water and is the perfect first paddle for any canoeist. These paddles feature AFT (Advanced Foam Technology) blades. These are made using a unique polyurethane foam construction to produce a paddle that is tough but is also light and floaty.

LENGTH: 125-155 cm - WEIGHT: 800 g - LEVEL: PERFORMANCE - BLADE SIZE: 820 cm² - MATERIAL: POLYURETHANE

HTTP://WWW.AINSWORTHPADDLES.CO.UK
PROFIPLAST
BACH
canoe paddle has been designed to meet the functional requirements as well as the high aesthetic demands of contemporary customers. The paddle’s blade is made of tough polypropylene. The mechanical properties of this thermoplastic guarantee excellent product strength and low weight. The shaft is made of highly solid duraluminium. The grip is made of the same material as the blade. Volumetric dye penetration, high gloss, selected color and modern shapes deliver exceptional appearance of the paddle. Its high utility value is ensured by mechanical properties of the materials used.


HTTP://WWW.PROFIPLAST.COM

PÁDLA PANDA
CANADA
Pure classic wooden paddle with perfect finish and best grip, handmade, with all needs for adventure.


HTTP://WWW.PADLA.EU

PÁDLA PANDA
TREK
Popular paddle, perfect for rental companies and clubs, available in 5 colours, high quality for best price


HTTP://WWW.PADLA.EU

PÁDLA PANDA
DRAGON
New 2016 design, handmade, lightweight dragon boat paddle for racing with IDBF license. Good price meets quality.


HTTP://WWW.PADLA.EU
Raiatea island, French Polynesia. © Paul Villecourt
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